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Reports for
Customer

Get relaxed and grow your business by providing instant & accurate
information to your customer on Mother Coils, WIP, Scrap, Yield Loss,
and Finished Coils & Sheets in you premises.

Call us: +91 11 43 43 34 34
eFacto™ slit master is an industry specific ERP software solution to manage complete life cycle
of steel coil processing from large mother coil to smaller coils or sheets. The system is fully
automated with the help of auto generated barcodes printed by system at the time of material
receipt. It enables you to track and trace comprehensive inventory of your valuable customer
laying with you.
Once mother coil is converted into desired coil or sheet and dispatched to your customer’s
location, the system takes care of your invoicing, excise, accounts receivables and statutory
obligations.








Unique batch and barcode generation based on mother
coil no.
Recode Excise input credit on material receipt and adjust
credit in invoice.
Complete tracking of customer stock/mother coil by batch
and barcode
Get unplanned coil list at a
single click of mouse.
Generate multiple plans for
a single coil.
Regenerate plan for WIP
stock.





Let the system calculate no. of packets and
sheet per packet based on maximum weight &
height defined by you.
Generate unique location code, barcode for
each packets of finished sheet or coil.
Have more work than capacity, get it done
from other service providers.

BNG Infotech is an indigenous IT services company that focuses to make business information simplified.
The company has made its presence felt in the domestic ERP solutions market within 10 years of its
incorporation. The company specializes in ERP solutions for
Manufacturing | Distribution | Transportation | Logistics | Warehousing |Retail

